
Seating
Duoflex

FEATURES

Seating poster:

Always sit near the back of your seat. Choose 
a position that allows you to sit close to your 
workstation. Keyboarding and mouse operation 
should be achieved comfortably without stretching.

Chair care:

The mechanical parts of your Duoflex chair require 
little or no maintenance.

The castors should be kept clear of threads or other 
objects that would inhibit their movement.

The gaslift contains pressurised and should not be 
tampered with in any way.

The foam and standard fabric used in the 
upholstery of Duoflex chairs comply with standard 
AS/NZS 4088.1:1996.  
 
Vacuum regularly. Protect from direct sunlight. 
Professional cleaning is recommended.

For spot cleaning: 

Wipe clean with a damp cloth, or shampoo using 
upholstery shampoo. A mild citrus cleaner may also 
be used.

140kg recommended maximum user weight

Australian/NZ Standard for computer chairs

Greenguard Gold Certified* 
* Product certified for low chemical emissions: 
UL.com/GG UL2818

10 year warranty (excluding fabric)

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SUPPORT 
 

Slide lumbar support up and down 
as required or slide out to remove 

completely.

HANDLE BENEATH SEAT AT RIGHT 
SEAT SLIDE 

 
Lift weight off seat and slide seat 

forward or backward while holding 
the handle out.

MULTI-ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS 
 

Use button at front to adjust 
height. Armrest pad position can be 
adjusted by sliding back or forward.

FRONT RIGHT HANDLE 
SEAT/BACK TILT TENSION 

 
Wind forward to increase tension. 
Wind backward to lighten tension.

FRONT LEFT LEVER 
SEAT/BACK SYNCHRO TILT 

 
Turn forward to release seat/back 

synchro tilt. Turn backward to lock 
in desired position.

FRONT RIGHT LEVER 
GASLIFT SEAT HEIGHT 

 
When sitting, lift lever to lower the 

gaslift. Take your weight off the seat 
and lift lever to raise the gaslift.

MAX TILT RANGE 
 

Keep switch at front of 
mechanism at top point for 

maximum tilt range.

Looking to add these to your plan layout?
Download 2D and 3D drawings at 
vidak.co.nz/collection/seating/task/duoflex-ergo

http://www.vidak.co.nz/collection/seating/task/duoflex-ergo.html

